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Abstract
Research on disaggregated architectures and the systems
built on them is challenging to evaluate. Such work
by definition involves radical changes to performance
critical system components (e.g., memory subsystem)
with complex impact on overall system performance at
scales ranging from racks to complete data centers. We
examine the challenges faced in evaluation for work in this
space, along with the inherent trade-offs chosen.

We then describe modular full system simulation with
SimBricks as a means of evaluating disaggregated systems
end-to-end. Simulation in SimBricks offers the required
flexibility to modify and re-combine components, while
maintaining control over performance across components.
Looking forward, we discuss future steps to further im-
prove and streamline disaggregated system simulation.

1 Introduction
Resource disaggregation holds the promise of improving
resource utilization, reducing cost, independent scaling,
and finer-grain fault isolation. This conceptually simple
approach opens up a broad design space for systems
disaggregating resources at different levels and with
different approaches, often requiring new or modified
hardware components. As a result, much of the work in this
domain cannot be easily evaluated in a realistic physical
testbed; prior work often compromise by using emulation,
resulting in numerous caveats about the functionality and
performance characteristics actually measured.

When a full system “end-to-end” evaluation in a physi-
cal testbed is out of reach, we argue that the next best thing
is often a full system evaluation in simulation. The alterna-
tive of emulating functionality in software or with FPGAs
or a non-full-system evaluation all risk missing essential
hard-to-predict behaviors due to interactions between
components or their relative performance characteristics.
Unfortunately full system evaluation with existing
simulators often requires an unreasonable amount of effort,
or are outright incapable of fully simulating such systems.

In this paper we instead advocate for using modular
full system simulation, combining multiple simulator in-
stances for different hardware components. We use the
SimBricks [28] simulation framework for network systems
as a starting point. SimBricks defines fixed interfaces for
different simulator types to enable modular composition,

and includes mechanisms for scalable communication and
synchronization of simulations with thousands of compo-
nents. We discuss necessary changes for simulating a broad
range of disaggregated system designs, including adding
new component interfaces for memory disaggregation, and
missing component simulators. Finally, we present prelim-
inary results demonstrating the feasibility of this approach.

2 Evaluation Challenges
Multiple compounding factors make work on disaggre-
gated systems challenging to evaluate.

Radical changes to hardware. First off, work in
this space proposes a wide range of radical changes to
today’s standard server hardware architectures. Memory
disaggregation, typically requires fundamental changes
to the memory subsystem. Examples include only using
local DRAM into cache [40], moving MMU out of proces-
sor [40, 15], or inspecting and interposing on cache coher-
ence state [7]. Computational accelerators are similarly
being decoupled from compute, by enabling accelerators
to directly communicate over the network [11] and even
with each other [5]. Even I/O devices such as network
cards are re-imagined, e.g., by integrating them directly
into DRAM [2] or the processor [17]. Hardware for such
new proposals is by definition not available off the shelf.

Complex effects on full system. These radical changes,
and disaggregation more generally, also increase both
the number of cross-component interactions and their
impact on overall system behavior, and introduces new
opportunities for things to go wrong. For example, in a
non-disaggregated system local execution is not affected
by behavior on other nodes (barring controlled interaction
through I/O devices). In a system with memory disaggre-
gation, some memory accesses will travel across the shared
network and may be processed in shared memory modules.
And even minor disruptions in one component might
cascade forward to other components, e.g., a memory
access delayed by network congestion may in turn stall
the processor and thereby delay OS timer interrupts
preventing timely context switches. But such interactions
only emerge if evaluating a complete end-to-end system.

Increased system scale. Similarly, the required scale
for even minimal experimental setups that still result in
meaningful results, is also significantly larger. Scale might
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Resource System Cur. HW Emu. Sim.

Memory [25, 30, 14, 3] OS
[9, 39, 45] App
[36] FPGA
[40] OS
[15] FPGA
[22] Partial
[23] Full
[33] VMM Full

Storage [40, 49] OS
Accelerators [43, 12, 11, 24] FPGA

Tab. 1: Overview of work on resource disaggregation
systems and the evaluation approaches employed.

range from a few machines [33] to racks [20, 22, 36, 41, 27]
or whole clusters in data centers [48, 25]. Disaggregation
by design is about flexibly sharing resources, and
determining behavior and performance under realistic
sharing conditions are usually the main evaluation goals.

In summary, we often require new hardware, but should
evaluate end-to-end, and require testbeds of realistic scale.

3 Approaches to Evaluation
This struggle for meaningful evaluation is apparent in
published work in this space. We now examine different
approaches to evaluation the research literature has taken,
and classify them into three categories for discussion.
Tab. 1 provides an overview.

3.1 Designing for Today’s Hardware
The first category is conceptually easiest to evaluate: work
targeting already available hardware architectures. Here,
evaluation in a complete physical testbed is typically fea-
sible, although the required scale may still be a challenge
when special hardware is required. A broad range of work
leverages existing host and networking hardware and
implements resource disaggregation in the operating sys-
tem [25, 30, 14, 3] or in an application runtime [9, 39, 45].
Other work leverages existing programmable switches
in the network to offload coordination and management
tasks for resource disaggregation into the network [26, 46].
Finally, some work designs systems to specifically
leverage FPGAs [36, 43, 12] where reconfigurable fabrics
are a better fit than general purpose processors.

3.2 Emulation
The second category is work that proposes new hardware
but uses emulation with currently available hardware as
a means of evaluation. Fidelity of the emulation heavily
depends on the specific use-case, but generally emulation
is easier if the proposed hardware design is closer to
currently available hardware.

Software Emulation. Emulating new functionality in
software is the most common instance of this strategy. For
example, LegoOS [40] emulates a hardware-managed
cache for disaggregated memory accessed over the
network, through the system’s virtual memory support.
MIND [26] leverages Intel Pin [31] for dynamic binary
instrumentation to emulate accesses to remote memory
in unmodified applications. In both cases this enables
full-system evaluation with real applications. However,
such emulation typically comes at a significant perfor-
mance cost, in terms of operation latency, throughput, and
resource utilization. For example, a software page-fault
handler initiating a network transfer takes orders of
magnitude longer compared to the same operation
in dedicated hardware, and also consumes processor
cycles otherwise available to the workload. Emulation
thus enables functional evaluation, but performance
measurements typically only offer a lower bound and slow
emulation can easily more than absorb any performance
improvements offered by the system under evaluation.

FPGAs. When proposing new hardware components,
FPGAs can serve as a more realistic evaluation platform
compared to software emulation. For example, Clio [15]
proposes an SoC with a specialized ASIC hardware
pipeline for memory nodes, and leverages a Xilinx
SoC+FPGA board as an emulation for evaluation. Unlike
with systems specifically designed for FPGAs (cf. §3.1),
using FPGAs for evaluating ASICs is an emulation. Per-
formance properties, such as operating frequencies power
consumption, and resource utilization, vary substantially
between ASIC and FPGA. As a result, most papers using
FPGAs in this way include discussions of various perfor-
mance limitations due to emulation limits, e.g., Clio [15]
incurs high memory latencies and low DRAM capacity
because of limitations with the particular FPGA board.

FPGA emulation is particularly useful for standalone
components with standard interfaces, such as new PCIe
devices. It, however, falls short when emulating changes
to existing processors, e.g., modifying an Intel Xeon’s
MMU. Research platforms such as Enzian [8] aim to
mitigate this through generous resource provisioning,
e.g., by including high DRAM capacity, large FPGAs,
and ample I/O connectivity. But even then, performance
differences remain, and many designs will still not fit
because of timing or resource limitations.

3.3 Simulation
Finally, when functionality beyond existing hardware is
required and emulation is not feasible, the last resort is
typically simulation. The key advantage of simulation
compared to emulation is the increased flexibility and
complete control over timing. This comes at a cost of often
painfully slow execution, e.g., soNUMA [33] reports a
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few thousand instructions per second, and the need to
first implement and validate a simulator with the desired
functionality. In spite of this, especially when proposing
modified or new hardware architectures, simulation is
often the only means for a rigorous evaluation.

Individual components. Limiting simulation to individ-
ual components is a common strategy to reduce complexity
and simulation time. For example, dReDBox [1, 22] uses
Intel Pin to record application memory traces in emulation,
and then replay these through a simulator of just the
memory interconnect and memory controller [4, 35].
Unfortunately, “piecemeal” simulations inherently do
not capture full system behavior. For example, longer
memory latency due to memory disaggregation would
lead to changes in memory accesses, e.g., because thread
switches occur at different points or delayed network
transfers cascade to delayed future requests.

Full system. Full system simulation aims to simulate the
complete system, including processor, memory subsystem,
devices, networks, and the complete software stack of
OS, libraries, and applications. soNUMA [33] uses the
Flexus [47] simulator for simulating systems with NUMA
interconnects extending across machines. Kommareddy
et al. [23] use the structural simulator toolkit (SST) [38]
from the HPC community to simulate 8 compute nodes
connected to a central memory node. Finally, nanoPU [17]
uses the FPGA-accelerated Firesim [21] simulator for
simulating the complete RTL for an SoC architecture
optimized for low-latency networking. For all three
examples, simulation enables evaluation of the complete
system, despite radical changes to hardware.

However, full system simulations typically require
significant effort and computational resources. All three of
these examples involve significant (one-off) modifications
to different simulation frameworks. Further, these simu-
lations require ample computational resources, be it hours
of simulation on processors for Flexus and SST, or many
FPGAs for Firesim. Finally, such one-off modifications
also require long validation process against baselines and
physical testbeds to ensure meaningful results.

We argue that simulation is and will remain an essential
component for work on resource disaggregation systems
and architectures. Combining general trends in the post-
Moore era [16] with work in a nascent area, new hardware
proposals and systems leveraging them will remain
prevalent. The combination of evaluation challenges we
outlined (cf. §2), imply that an end-to-end evaluation is
necessary but challenging without a physical testbed and
at the necessary scale. Prior work has demonstrated that
emulation, in software or FPGAs, even when feasible
often comes with limitations. Simulations, especially of
the full system, can avoid these shortcomings by providing
necessary flexibility and control over relative performance

of system components. In the rest of this paper, we discuss
how to address the challenges to full system simulation
of disaggregated systems.

4 Modular Full System Simulation
Modular full system simulation with the SimBricks
framework for simulating network systems [28], can also
enable end-to-end evaluation of disaggregated systems.

4.1 SimBricks Summary
SimBricks assembles simulated full system testbeds from
instances of simulators for different system components.
Components in SimBricks correspond to natural bound-
aries in physical systems and they interconnect through the
corresponding interfaces: PCIe between host simulators
and devices such as NICs or NVMe SSDs, and Ethernet
links between NICs, switches and network-attached
accelerators. For each type of interconnect, SimBricks
defines a message interface that conforms to the standard.
This enables SimBricks to provide strong modularity: In-
tegrating a component simulator only requires developing
an adapter that implements the message interface, while
the rest of the simulator is kept unmodified.

Component simulator instances in SimBricks run as
independent processes that communicate through message
passing over optimized shared memory queues. This
loose coupling eases integration effort, as components are
treated as black-boxes that communicate through asyn-
chronous messages. It also allows component simulators
to run on different processor cores in parallel, enabling
SimBricks to scale up to larger simulations, and to scale
out using distributed simulations. To ensure accurate
evaluation results, SimBricks implements a time synchro-
nization protocol that guarantees simulation timing and
scales to hundreds or even thousands of components.

SimBricks scales to simulate 1000 hosts in distributed
simulation, and can run unmodified OS, applications, and
even RTL hardware designs and drivers. The open-source
framework [42] already integrates a range of popular
simulators, including gem5 [6], qemu [37], ns-3 [34],
omnet++ [44], and Intel’s Tofino Simulator [19]. The
modular approach reduces effort for adapting a simulator
configuration for a new use-case, as known-working
configurations for unmodified components can simply
be copied in. The authors also speculate that modular
simulation configuration may reduce validation effort.

As such SimBricks provides a starting point for full sys-
tem simulation of disaggregated systems and architectures.

4.2 Alternative Simulators
Before diving into necessary changes to SimBricks,
we discuss simulators previously used for full system
simulation of disaggregated systems. The structural
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simulation toolkit (SST) [38] also composes modular
component simulators. Because of SST’s super computing
background, it misses important components for data
center systems. More importantly, disaggregated system
work leveraging SST [23] has reported issues scaling past 8
simulated nodes without drastically increasing simulation
time. soNUMA [33] leveraged a modified version of the
Flexus simulator [47], but a slow-down of six orders of
magnitude. Finally, nanoPU [17] leveraged Firesim [21]
for FPGA-accelerated simulation of modified RISC-V
hosts. Firesim requires a full RTL implementation of the
simulated system, (except for the network), drastically
limiting what can be easily simulated.

4.3 Support for Disaggregated Systems
While SimBricks can already simulate disaggregated
systems that only require regular Linux network connec-
tivity, the majority of work in the space needs additional
functionality not yet in SimBricks. Changes range
from adding new component simulators to adding new
interfaces and abstractions in SimBricks.

4.3.1 Component Simulators

RDMA NIC. Much work in resource disaggrega-
tion [40, 26, 39, 45] relies on RDMA for network
communication.SimBricks does not include RDMA NIC
simulators. While much of this work targets current
hardware and can be evaluated in physical testbeds,
follow-up work with hardware changes should still be able
to compare to it in an apples-to-apples setting. Thus in on-
going work, we are developing a component simulator for
the Intel e810, a data-center 100 Gbps Ethernet NIC with
available register-level data sheet and open source drivers.

Scalable compute node simulator. SimBricks includes
simulators like gem5 and qemu that can simulate
multi-cores. However, these are sequential simulators (in
configurations that model timing), resulting in simulation
times increasing proportionally with the number of
simulated processors. To address this, we plan to explore
and integrate other simulators that leverage parallel
execution, such as Intel/Windriver Simics [10].

System-specific components. In §5, we extend Sim-
Bricks with components for simulating specific systems.

4.3.2 Interfaces

We propose to extend SimBricks with new interfaces
for disaggregated components for work on memory
disaggregation. This could be implemented in individual
simulators, e.g., by adding a network-attached memory
controller to gem5 directly. However, adding dedicated
interfaces greatly increases modularity and flexibility for
re-combining different component simulators.

Processor Core
L1 Data L1 Instr.

L2 Cache
L3 Cache PCIe

DRAM
Memory Adapter

SimBricks

gem5

Fig. 1: SimBricks memory adapter in gem5 system.

gem5
Host 1
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gem5
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netmem
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netmem
Memory AmemNIC

     PCIe     Memory      Ethernet

Switch
Tofino Sim.memNIC

i40e NIC

memNIC

Memory Access

b) MMIO

     Access Flows

Fig. 2: SimBricks simulation of a disaggregated system
with 3 compute, 2 memory, and 2 accelerator nodes.

Memory interface. We have implemented a memory in-
terface in SimBricks along with an adapter in gem5 to con-
nect components directly to the memory bus. This interface
asynchronously carries read and write requests from gem5
to a memory component simulator and completions back.
In gem5, the adapter implements the gem5 memory inter-
face, and can thus be flexibly integrated into various gem5
configurations. Fig. 1 shows an example configuration.

Cache interface. As future work, we plan to introduce an
interface for connecting components to caches including
coherence. This requires extending the memory protocol
with additional control messages for coherence (e.g.,
snoops). The key challenge is to find a balance of complex-
ity and features. The protocol should cover a broad range
of use-cases, allow for integration with different compute
node simulators such as gem5 or Simics, and make it as
easy to implement components using the interface.

CXL. CXL [13, 29, 32] has emerged in industry as
the interconnect of choice for disaggregated hardware
components. CXL extends PCIe with functionality for
devices to efficiently expose device memory to the host
(CXL.mem) and maintaining coherent on-device caches
(CXL.caches). While commercial CXL hardware,
including processors, mainboards, FPGAs, are becoming
available [18], simulation still provides much greater
flexibility for experimentation and extensions. As such,
we plan to extend SimBricks with a CXL interface and
corresponding adapters for compute node simulators.
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5 Case-Study

5.1 OS Support for Disaggregation
LegoOS [40] is a new operating system that specifically
targets disaggregated data centers. LegoOS proposes three
concrete types of disaggregated resources and their re-
spective monitors: a pComponent for processor hardware,
a mComponent for memory nodes, and a sComponent
for disaggregated storage nodes. Each component has
a dedicated network-attached hardware controller. The
pComponent contains CPU cores, caches, and limited
amount of physical memory to both store kernel memory
and serve as an extended cache (ExCache). Virtual
memory translation and memory management are done
by the mComponents. The ExCache on pComponents is
managed by software – when the ExCache experiences a
cache miss, the pComponent controller (CPU processors)
issues a memory access request to the responsible
mComponent over the network. The mComponent
controller serves memory requests, performs address
translation, and allocates/deallocates memory regions.

Unfortunately, the disaggregated hardware components
proposed by LegoOS are not yet available. LegoOS there-
fore resorts to emulation by running all components on reg-
ular servers: pComponents are emulated by restricting the
size of physical memory; a few processor cores are used to
emulate controllers on mComponents and sComponents.

SimBricks offers a solution to properly evaluate a pro-
posal like LegoOS. As shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, we can
simulate a pComponent in LegoOS using a combination
of a host simulator like gem5 and a hardware network con-
troller connected to the memory bus. Unlike the software
emulation in LegoOS, SimBricks can accurately simulate
a hardware memory adaptor directly connected to the L3
cache on the memory bus. Emulation on existing hardware
limits LegoOS to process ExCache misses in software.
With SimBricks, a researcher can explore a wider range
options, for example, to handle ExCache misses directly
in the adapter hardware, which may improve cache miss
latency. The benefit of SimBricks-style simulation is
more evident on mComponents. Instead of processing
memory requests on CPU cores, SimBricks can simulate a
hardware controller that is tightly coupled with component
memory. This simulation setup closely matches the orig-
inal disaggregated hardware proposal, which gives more
realistic performance results. It also enables vast design
space exploration – hardware design of the controller,
latency and bandwidth between the controller and local
memory — and test their impact on LegoOS performance.

5.2 In-Network Support for Disaggregation
One shortcoming of many memory disaggregation solu-
tions, including LegoOS, is the lack of support for elastic

scaling of processes to multiple compute nodes. The
core of this limitation is that sharing writeable memory
across compute nodes necessitate cache coherence,
which can incur significant overhead. To address this
issue, MIND [26] proposes to move memory and cache
coherence management to the network fabric itself.
Specifically, in a rack-scale deployment, the control
plane of the ToR programmable switch is responsible
for memory and coherence directory allocation, while
coherence directory lookup, address translation, and
coherence invalidation are done in the switch data plane.

SimBricks is fully capable of accurately simulating
the MIND setup. SimBricks has already integrated
a cycle-accurate Intel Tofino programmable switch
model. As shown in Fig. 2, a set of memory nodes and
compute nodes (combination of a host simulator and
a memory NIC simulator) can be connected through
a single Tofino simulator. The original MIND P4 and
controller implementation can directly run in the Tofino
model without any modification. Moreover, similar to
our LegoOS discussion, SimBricks enables more realistic
hardware simulation of the disaggregated compute and
memory nodes – MIND still employs monolithic Linux
servers to emulate both types of hardware components.

5.3 Preliminary Evaluation
To demonstrate that SimBricks can evaluate such systems,
we have implemented a preliminary prototype, using
simplified replicas of the required components as shown in
Fig. 2. First off, we have implemented a network memory
interface (memNIC), that connects to gem5 through our
new SimBricks memory interface, and forwards accesses
to the configured memory range, as UDP network packets
on its outgoing SimBricks Ethernet port. Next, using the
Intel Tofino simulator (as well as a simpler behavioral
switch), we implement memory address translation and
steering of requests to the corresponding memory node.
We then implement a simple network-attached hardware
memory node simulator processes our UDP network
memory requests and responds to them. On the host
side, we implement a simple Linux driver to register this
memory region through the memory hotplug API into a
separate (emulated) NUMA node.

We then run the sysbench memory benchmark
pinned to that NUMA node for one second, and measure
the simulation time, including Linux bootup and shutdown.
To evaluate sensitivity of the simulation time to different
latencies for the memory bus (which directly affect
synchronization overhead), we measure with latencies of
20, 100, and 500 ns. The complete simulation takes 74, 77,
and 78 min respectively, indicating that synchronization
is not the bottleneck (likely gem5’s instruction execution
is). Even with a larger setup of 20 simulated hosts
and 5 memory nodes, and 20 ns memory bus latency,
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synchronization only increases to 114 min. Based on
experiences reported in the SimBricks paper, we expect
that at least half of the increase is due to thermal throttling
of the processor as more cores are used.

6 Looking Forward
We now discuss remaining challenges and promising
approaches to address them.

6.1 Open Challenges
The scale and diverse hardware in disaggregated systems
give rise to challenges for modular end-to-end simulations.

Long simulation times. Many simulators incur high
simulation times — taking hours to simulate few seconds.
For many systems this severely limits what applications
can feasibly be simulated. Many disaggregated systems re-
quire long initialization and warm-up periods before reach-
ing steady state, incurring prohibitive simulation times.

High resource requirements. To make matters worse,
SimBricks simulations require at least one core per
component simulator instance for the full duration of the
simulation. Due to busy-polled shared-memory queues,
multiplexing multiple simulator processes onto a core,
incurs excessive context switching and SimBricks time
synchronization delays.

Validation. Finally, robust simulation results require vali-
dation of the simulation configuration and implementation,
typically by comparing results against ground truth results
from physical testbeds. However, ground truth results
for novel disaggregated system architectures are typically
hard or impossible to obtain, or even approximate through
comparison to other similar physical testbeds.

6.2 Promising Directions
We now outline ideas toward addressing these challenges.

Decomposing component simulators. One way to ac-
celerate slow and sequential component simulators is to
parallelize. Preliminary results [28] suggest decomposing
along natural boundaries and connecting and synchroniz-
ing the components through SimBricks mechanisms can
effectively parallelize simulators. We are currently apply-
ing this to multi-core simulations in gem5 and network sim-
ulators, to address common bottlenecks in our simulations.

Hardware accelerated simulation. To further reduce
simulation times, FireSim [21] leverages FPGAs to
accelerate hardware RTL system simulations combined
with software network simulations. First, we suggest
integrating FireSim into SimBricks, by adapting it
to SimBricks communication and synchronization
mechanisms. Next, we expect that software simulations

can also be significantly accelerated through hardware
acceleration for parallelism and synchronization.

Mixed fidelity simulations. Many disaggregated
systems simulation do not require the same level of
detail throughout all components. For example, often we
measure performance of applications with background
tasks also using system components. Modular simulation
can mix simulators with varying fidelity for different
components, e.g. by reducing detail for the simulated
background nodes while maintaining equivalent (visible)
interactions with other system components. While
simulation time is still bottlenecked by the slow detailed
simulators for the components we measure, this reduces
computational resources for the background nodes.

Composing validation. Finally, we expect modular
simulations can also reduce validation effort. The open
question is under which circumstances connecting individ-
ually validated simulator configurations together results in
overall valid behavior. If this is possible, simulations could
be assembled from pieces of pre-validated components.
SimBricks accurately synchronizes and connects compo-
nents, but errors in different components may accumulate.
We propose empirical measurements with a broad range
of disaggregated systems under different configurations.
Additionally, we propose to design tools for detailed vis-
ibility into full system performance of systems simulated
in SimBricks, taking inspiration from distributed tracing.

7 Conclusions
Modular simulation for disaggregated systems has the
potential to significantly improve quality of our evalua-
tions, while also providing additional flexibility and often
reducing effort. SimBricks extended with a few additional
interfaces and component quickly enables a host of work
to be simulated without undue effort. Once researchers
start adopting SimBricks for different disaggregated
systems, the modular approach will enable follow-up work
to easily reuse or adapt components and configurations.

SimBricks, including the extensions discussed
in this paper, is open source and available at
https://simbricks.github.io.
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